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,Psychology Tomorrow: Explorations of Conciou'neiss
.)

As beginning psychology studentave are introduced to psychology with a

definition of the discipline whith typicallY int1udes refPrence/to concepts such

as'"mind , ,"psyche", ,"consciousness", "cognition and cognitive processes", and'

in more recent time to the concept of "behayio0 as well Texts defining Ole
,)

field of psycholbgy, along with its historical origins and development, are

assigned both at the intrOductory level and at higher undergraduate and grOuate

school levels,

V

Include this centext are texts such althose by Fred Keller

/
(The De'finition of POchology, 1937) and Edna Heidre-der (Seven Psychologies, 1933).

Coursework t.1g,e area c.f history and systems of psych6logy ranges from rather

\
clectic and'csmprehensive cbverage of the variety of historical developments

-

and theoretital-conceptual oachestp psychology (Chaplin & Kraeiwic, 1968;

Kaplan, 1964; 'Marx & Goodson, 1976; Mrx & Hillix, 1963; Turner, 1965, for

example) to more speelfic identification of the field as viewed from a particular

perspective (e.g. Hull, 1943; Skinner,10.97'4; Watson, 1913).. 'Often, however,

even.in the .most eclectic definitional scheme the matter of human consciousness.

is either avoided, or given only .cursory attentio and then more likely than

not only as topic omehow connected with the cognitive processes, which

themselves are typically reAricted to 1 arning, thiiiking and language employed

in the formal rational mode. -,Consciousne s as the suhject matter of psythOlogy.

was postulated by the.early "schoo's4ch.as Struct ism where Titchenei defined

the consciousness that psychology studies as "experience as dependent on the

experiencing organism: (Heidbreder;' 1933, p. 126). .AngeWs Functipnalist

school alSo d fined cQuaciousness

the Functionalists emphasized the

more than the contents'or elements
4

. In both,schools, however,

t upon the content/s,

contents. In addition

as the subj ect. matter Of psychology, although

processes and operations .49 rof conscibusness
/

of consciousness as did ihe Structuralists.lwg
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the emphasis remained not on consciousnes per se,

or activities of consciousness as it dealt/with those
-
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while"consciousness was defined as the sdbject, matter
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for psychology, even these early schools were prone-to emphasize the empirreal
o

origin and extent of the contents dealt with by cOnsciousness. This emphasis,

along with the acceptAnce of personal introspection bs a method for the study

ef consciousness, was also expressed by William Imes. James made a significant

addition to the definition of psychology-when,he wrote of the concept of "stream; ,

of consciousness" (James, 1890) following personal experimentation w.ith nitrous

oxide. While the tradition of introspection has been maintained in-selected

areas of psychOlogy, particularly aspects of Humanistic psychology, e.g., c1inical-
,

counseling psychoth, apeutic psychology, Existential psychology, Phenomenological

psychology, including certain theoriT concerning'perceptual and cognitive functions

1

and'development,;the concept of "stream of consciousness" can be found ,to exist

'in psychology both before and after James' apparent discovery. For example,

,D
much.of the literature and practices in What migtit be referred'to as Asian or

Eastern Psychology (ref. Evans-Wentz,,1960, 1968; Murphy & Muruhy, 1968;

Swami Rama, 1975),.as well as more recent literature and research on "altered

states of,consciousness (Aaronson & Osmond, 1970; Ornstein, 1972, 1973'; Tart,

1969; Weil,- 19.72), yoka psychology and the Psychology of,meditatron (Naranjo &

.

Ornstein, 1971), and an empirical-experimental area of biofeedbAck, psycho-

biological and psychopharmacological research (Brown, 1974; Ferguson, 1973;

Rose-, 1976; Scientific American,.1972;'Williams, 1970)- An empirical-experien-

tial approach to consciousness is also gaining increasing recognition and professional
l';c

application (ref. Brain-Mind Bulletin; Journal of Transpersonal fsychology, and

also to adiman & Kewman, 1973;,Foucault, 1967; Osmond, 19.74; Lilly, 1972). The

relevance of consciousness theorY and resear0, including seemingly bizarre

topics as paranormal phenomena such as tOliepathy, psychokinesisi"astral pro-

jection", etc. (Calder, 1970; Jacobson, 1974; Krippner &.Rubin, 1974; Ostrander

-

& Schroeder, 1970, 1974) haS.hken cited in the treatment of various psycho-

pathological conditions, e.g., schizopkreni; autism, drug addiction and



a1coho1i!lm (Laing, 1965, 1967; Pearce: 1973; Szasz, 1970, 1975). Included in

such efforts'are attempts not only to study consciousness, either through the

\experimental method or an experiential approach, but:also.explorations aimed at

J
mOaelling and mapping human and supra-human dimensions of awareness. (Fischer,

-

. A

1971; Lilly,.1972;'Ring:01974). nvea,for such maps for practical application
O

1

is,feStified to by authdrS capable and willing to extrapolate to both the.near

i
and distant future in the evoldtionary development of human-kind, specifically

-
with resPect_t5 issues of human intervention in the evolutionary process itself

1

(Osmond, et..al., .1974; Rosenfeld, i975;" Taylnr, 1971).

Behavioral psychologi

ps3ichology, along,with certain empirically oriented biopsychologisPS, have tried

, particularly the older generation of "S--R mechanistic"

to rid psychology of the troublesome.nuisance of consciousness% Neo-Behaviorists,

in conjunction with a large niimber of biologically oriented social and medical

-
scientists, geneticists, bi, mists, and other social scientists such as philosophers

are giving-serious considaratl human and even extra-terrestrial consciousness

as a very pertinent area of investigation. In fact,.it -often appears that

the more.serious'concern for the'study of-consciousness in its Various forms and

40 .

levels comes not from psychology and psychologists as one might logica lly exPect,-

1

but rather from the non-psychologists. Again, however, a review of the history

of psychology as a divcipline reveals that much of the field has been stimulated

by?4or originated from"nonpsychological disciplines and scientists. It matters

little, however, 'to the scientist from whom the theory originates, or,by whom

the iesearch is conducted,',to long as the relevant subjut matter is explored
,

and understood. It is to this latter cOnsideration that the psychology, of.'

toihorrow is turning. I say "turning" primarily for 'those who, are unaware that

many psychologists., along with other scientists and practitioners, have already

turned to that endeavor. Thi§ effort includes not merely an observation and

exploration of consciousness from the traditional model of experimental objectivity,

but an attempt to engage.oneself personally in the expansion and enrichment of

/
4
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human consciousness, with the recognition that each personal success is therefore

Also a collective social, international and ultimately univertial achievement,

for that is the naLure of consciousnesS itgelf=the awareness of-tonnectedness

of all of life, manifest and unmanifest. For many this will seem to be mataphysics

and mysticism, two areas which most understand. only by definition and not by any

degree of contemplative awareness. A Most significant reason for-the inclusion

of consciousnqss as a priMary considermfor psychology is that it promotes

a greater understanding of the very nature and process of science, as well as

of apy other attempt to increase human awareness. How many who claim status as

scientist have taken the time to examine the underlyirig fundamental philosophy

'ofscience itself? (In this connection, refer to Kaplan, 1964; Kuhn, 1970; Royce,

1964; Turner, 1965, to mention a few.)

But What is Consciousness?
f

Thus far we have spoken of consciousness as though we knew what it was.

In point of fact this is largely a false assumptions, analogoUs in certain

rspects to the concepts of time, space and energy which physicist is not necessarily
4

bothered by the lack of absolute understanding of his concepts, so too may the

psychologist proceed to speak of and work with consciousness with only a hypothetical

and assumptive understanding. Like the concepts of physics, consciousness may

be defined in an operational manner, and studied through its contents and processes

of "using" such contents, e.g., abstracting, categorizing, deciding, etc. Thus,

consciousness becomes the "background" upon which the "figural contents" of cog-

nitive awareness via symbolization, e.g., through images, or through abstract

symbols such as are found in mathematics and semantic or linguistic symbols, as

well as the figural contents of empirical sensations and the resultant psycho

biologic emotional experiences of the individual become embedded. 'This is mdre-
,

or-less the position adopted by psychology, both past and'present, and very

--probably by many psychologists of the -future. There is, however, the very real
-1

possibility of the study of consciousness per se,- _in its "pure" form, uncOn-



taminated as it wore bv th impressions of the se nses and other bodily proceAses,

or by the workings 'of the menial contents. This process entails the development

in each individual through a variety of techniques, scientific, methodology, or

extending to more "artful" and experiential methods which may or may not fit

the stereotyped model of what.constitutes "good" science. In this latter category

would fit the esoteric disciplines and techniques of yoke (Evans-Wentz, 1968;

Swami RaMa, 1975), meditation and other techniques for consciousness alteratibn;

including psychopharmacologic and psychocybernetic control (Lilly, 1_972; Na.5anjo

& OrnsteiL. i)71; Ostrander & Schroeder, 1970; Rosenfeld, 1975.geientific

American, 1972; Tart, 1969;-Taylor,.1971; Weil, 1972). There is a need, as

Tart has stated for "state-specific sciences", i.e., the study of consciousness

by scientist who have developed methods of observation and communication whilie

engaged in a particular state. This requires, of course, that the scient1T be

able to relinquish, at least temporarily, soMe conventional or customar id asg

values.and procedures and adopt a different paradigm (ref. Kuhn, 1970). This

may be somewhat frightening and threatening for some scientists, even though

they may be willing to accept the notion at a conceptual level. Perceptu'al

social an humanistic psychologists recognize the iMportance of frame of reference,

,point-of-v ew, perspective, ett., as vital deeerminants of experience and

behavior. A similar concept is expressed'by physicists in ecognition of the

"principle of complimentarity" postulated by Mohr and the "indeterminancy

principle" of Heisenberg (ref. Koestler, 1972,.pgs. 51-55)." In psychology, _too,

C. G. Jung expressed the need for conceptual shifts in attempting to intisrpret

certain phenomena in the area of paranormal psychology, for example with his

concept of "synchronicity" of time-space and events. Osmund et. al. (1974) cites,

a similar need in exploring the 'special wOrlds" of diverse typeS of People,

including the mentally disturbed, the excessively violent and anti-socifl

and so on. Othershave expressed the same philosophy, particularly with

respect ,.to the innee.experience of those conventionally cetfined as "mad4 and'

6
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"insane" (Fadiman & Kewman, I973i Foucault, 1967; Laing, 1967; Pearc; 1973;
. .

.Szasz, 1970). One author in particular (Royce, 1964) discusses tlis; issue,

but with empha,sis upon the various modes of "psychoepistemology" and the "en-
,

capsulation" of scientists cat4;ht up in a specific,mode or paradigm and there-
-L

fore unablj 'to flexiblY adop't another approach to a given area af investigation

The consideration of adequate land approptiate models for science and stlenti.fit

investigation, eXperimentation,and theorizing is a crucial and fundamental

issue for .the entire philosophy of science. This was,mentioned earlier (ref.

p. 3) and reflects a growing awareness that the rather mechanistic-, strictly

behavioristic and excessively biolocically-rooted and reductionistic paradigms
i

not tat4ly.e0ective in dealing with certain aspects of human experience,are

espe&ially not with so pervaslve a phenomenon as conscidusnesS. But I am not

here to argue philosophy of science, for that would take more time than we

have. There are sufficient references for the interested reader mentioned

in the bibliography-or this'paper, the-authors of which express the issues more

cogently and exhaustively tha could at this time.

Mapping Consciousness:

In recognition and acceptante pf- much of the aforementioned thesis that

consciouSness can and should be studied by devising new experimental techniques;

as well as by adopting certain techniques whiCh have existed for thousands of

years, if only in non-Western cultures, some individuals have undertaken the

project of consteucting maps of levels of coyciousness. Most notable Of

ehese recent efforts are those of Fischer (1971), Lilly (1972) & Ring (1974),

althotigh such maps have existed in literature Much older than these accounts

(e.g., the Tibetan Book of the Dead, translated by Evans-Wentz, 196Q). This

may also stimUlate renewed interest in the interpretation of the Tibetan text

by Leary, Metzner and Alpert (1964). It may also stiIulate som unreasonable

fears and unfavorable memories of Leary and the psycjiedelic moveme t o f the

late.1960's. However, we should recall that psychopharmacology is a potent

7
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,L001 for constructive and health-generative programs in the proper han4.

Adequate testimony to that is given in th d.. programs whieh hnVe more carefully

explored the use of certain chemLcal agents, such as LSD, for therapeutic

purposes in the treatment of alcoholism, schizophrenia, autism, and in the

terminally ill. In fact, part of the.effort to increase the exploration of

consciousness fn psyChology in the near future is a "consciousness raising" and

attitude chainge towards' the clinical and scientific-experimental application

of pharmacologic agents (ref. Aaronson & Osmond, 1970; Lilly, 1972; Weil, 1972).

Szasz (1915)-, contributes an engaging discussion of this topi In what he

describes as "ceremonial chemistry" and the "ritual Persecution chemical_

agents in contemporary society. A plea eor the preservation of various ethnic

rituals and knowledge concerning the use of psychotropic or psychoactive plants

used for medicinal and religious ceremonial purposes (and therefore typically

for consciousness alteration and expansion) is made by Efron, et. al. (1967).

Perhaps those who cannot corgortably cope with ideas of drug research'and the

possibilities such research holds for behavioral science Would benefit from,

reading Rosenfelds text (1975) dealing with current and predicted mechanisms

and procedures -for controlling life and the mind of man, including pSychogentics

and genetic engineering, psychochemistry, psychobiology and psydhocybernetics.

Those who seek a more famillar rationale of what may be characterized as

"military and nationalistic defense mindedness" might prefer to examine the

text
y
by Ostrander and Schroeder (1970) which indicates that the most relevant

and up-to-date research and application of psychic and parapsychologic41 phenomena:

is occurring behind,the Iron Curtain. Undoubtedly, social, political and

economic pressuress'will continue to be exerted upon these persons and organizations

willing to explore the dimensions of human consciousness from various points-

of-view, but then,, smch curiosities- have always incurred a certaIn degree of

social resistance throughout the history of humankind. Ignorance and knowledge

-s. a,
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wili probably-always stand locked in battle so !Ong AS there exists 'the fear

which ignorance breeds. For'those with A more positive attitude triti outlook,
^

1 am.pleased to report that a weekend sviosium on the psychology of conscihus-

!less was recently conducied (Noy R-9, 1076) at the University of California,

San Francisco,. the results of which should be forthcoming soon. In addition,

during Juno 17-20, 1976, an International Yoga and Meditation Conference will

be held in Chicago, and during which demonstrations of yogic phenomena will he

given .under experimental scienfific conditions.
*Mg

In closing, I would predict that the psychology of tomorrow will be the

psychology of the past, specifically yoga psychology which IS the ps'ychology of

consciousness at the human and transcendental levOls.. Psychology will merge

more closely with biological and physical-sciences in describing, exploring

and experiencing that cousciousness. Theoryof physics and of psychology will

coalesce into complimentary modes of expression of the nature of matter, energy

ftnd.life itself. -"Science and religion will"no longer be viewed as antagonists,
'/

but as mutually reinforcing paradigms. The metaphysics and mysticism of yester-

day will become the cience of tomorrow.

f

4

L.
Norris R. Bancroft, Ph.D.
Department of Psychology
'Weber State.College
Ogden, Utah 84408
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